A parallel distributed approach to refine a mesh while preserving the curvature of a target geometry is presented. Our approach starts by generating a coarse linear mesh of the computational domain. Second, the former coarse mesh is curved to match the curvature of the target geometry. Then, the curved mesh is partitioned and the subdomain meshes are sent to the slaves. Finally, the curved elements are uniformly subdivided in parallel targeting the geometry approximated by the curved mesh. The result is a distributed finer linear mesh featuring improved geometric accuracy. The key ingredient of our implementation is to approximate the target geometry as a linear mesh equipped with an elemental field corresponding to an element-wise polynomial geometry representation. Thus, the distribution of the curved geometry is equivalent to partitioning the linear mesh and sending the subdomain meshes and the elemental fields to the slaves. The main application of the obtained finer linear mesh is to compute in parallel steady state flow solutions on real topographies. The qualitative results show that for 2D and 3D steady state flow solutions, on real and synthetic topographies, our parallel subdivision approach mitigates the artificial artifacts that might appear with standard straight-sided subdivision methods. We also check the parallel performance of the implementation by performing a weak scalability test in 2D.
Introduction
Standard commercial linear mesh generators are targeted to approximate geometries for simulation. To this end, they feature boundary layer meshing, and local adaptivity. However, they are designed to provide piecewise linear (straight-sided tetrahedra) or trilinear (ruled-sided hexahedra) approximations of the computational domain and therefore, subdivided meshes are not targeted to approximate curved boundaries. Furthermore, they are not ready to generate in parallel meshes suitable for petascale runs, mainly due to computational costs and memory constraints.
To overcome these issues, two main strategies have been proposed. On the one hand, we find the possibility of directly generating the mesh in parallel using distributed memory. However, this implies modifying each sequential meshing algorithm so that it can be parallelized. Furthermore, it demands developing the parallel distributed implementation for the modified meshing scheme. Following this direction, we can find parallel distributed implementations for the Advancing Front [1] [2] [3] and Delaunay [4] [5] [6] meshing algorithms.
On the other hand, an alternative approach consists of generating a coarse mesh using standard sequential meshers, distributing the mesh and finally subdividing the elements creating new degrees of freedom in parallel in each partitioned sub-domain [7] . However, an inherent problem of subdiving the mesh in parallel is to recover the geometry in the new nodes on the boundaries, and, in addition, obtain a valid final mesh. To overcome this drawback several strategies have been developed. In [8, 9] the new mid-nodes are relocated to the closest node in a fine surface mesh, correcting the location of the interior nodes using a spring-analogy technique. Similarly, in [10] the new geometry nodes are projected to an STL representation of the geometry, and the interior nodes are relocated using a local mesh quality optimization process.
Regarding other coarse-to-fine paradigms, although they can not directly be considered mesh subdivision approaches, we find different sequential works to subdivide, refine or add new degrees of freedom to a given mesh. For all-hexahedral mesh scaling analysis, the work presented in [11] allows to increase the number of elements in meshes by any positive multiplier (and not only powers of 2) in domains that can be decomposed in structured or sweeping blocks. We also find approaches to accelerate the mesh curving of moving domains [12] by first generating a coarse high-order mesh and following subdividing it. Alternatively, we find a posteriori approaches to insert boundary layers in curved meshes [13] , by first generating the isotropic mesh, and following inserting the boundary layer elements. Boundary layers can also be generated a posteriori by subdividing boundary prismatic elements into anisotropic tetrahedra [14, 15] .
In this work, we have implemented a parallel curved mesh subdivision method, by extending a parallel linear uniform subdivision method [7, 16] build on top of the Alya code [17, 18] . Our approach starts by generating a coarse linear mesh. Then the former coarse mesh is curved to match the boundaries of the computational domain [19, 20] . Each element of the linear mesh is equipped with an elemental field that corresponds to an element-wise representation of the curved geometry approximated by the curved mesh. Following, the linear mesh and its elemental field are partitioned and the resulting subdomain meshes are sent to the slaves. The subdomain meshes are subdivided targeting the elemental geometry, and the result is a finer linear mesh obtained in parallel with improved geometric accuracy. Then, a steady state flow solution can be obtained in parallel on the finer and already distributed linear mesh.
The advantage of the proposed and implemented strategy is that the subdivision is performed and stored in parallel and therefore, there are no memory constraints. Furthermore, the finer linear mesh targets the curvature information described by the curved mesh. Finally, if necessary, the post-processing can be performed on the coarse mesh. From the implementation point of view, we find an additional advantage of considering the geometry element-wise. A code featuring linear (or bi-linear elements), only needs to be modified in the subdivision process, since the geometry is from the implementation point of view an elemental field. Hence, all the data structures of the existent code can be re-used to partition and send to the subdomains the additional created data to reproduce the geometry. There is no need to generate new code to partition or distribute the geometry or to project nodes to recover the geometry. Each element has its own geometry, which is known a priori, and each elemental geometry is partitioned and distributed together with its corresponding linear element.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec. 2 we present the proposed curved mesh subdivision scheme. Following, we detail the parallel implementation of the proposed approach, Sec. 3. Finally, in Sec. 4 we present the application of the mesh subdivision process to a 2D topographical scenario, analyzing the differences on the velocity of an Atmospheric Boundary Layer flow simulation, and comparing the results to the standard straightsided mesh subdivision process. In addition, we study the mesh scaling of the curved subdivision process and we present some preliminary results of the extension of the technique to 3D meshes.
Mesh subdivision with curvature
In this section, we present the main steps and implementation details of our new method to refine a mesh in parallel while preserving the curvature of a target geometry. Our approach consists of two main steps. First, in Sec. 2.1, we generate an initial coarse linear mesh and a high-order curved mesh that will be used as an element-wise approximation of the geometry to recover when subdividing the linear mesh. Following, in Sec. 2.2, we present the main details of the subdivision process, featuring the geometry represented by the high-order geometry associated to each coarse linear element.
Generate an initial linear mesh and a curved approximation of the target geometry
First, given the target geometry, Figure 1 (a), we generate a coarse linear mesh, Figure 1 (b). We assume that the mesh features the required resolution for the current problem (CFD) such as the desired anisotropy or boundary layer elements near the walls (see results in Sec. 4).
Following, we generate the curved approximation to the target geometry for each element, which will be used to subdivide each element while transferring the curved approximation of the target geometry. The geometry proxy for each element will be a high-order element with the same vertices than the linear one, but with the high-order nodes interpolating the geometry. To consistently assign a curved high-order geometry for each element, we generate a high-order curved mesh using an a posteriori process [21, 22] that starts from the linear coarse mesh. The elements of the former coarse mesh are curved to match the boundaries of the computational domain. In this manner, the inherent curvature of the domain can be reproduced with higher accuracy. The method uses piece-wise polynomial representations of the elements that can be curved to match the domain boundaries by performing an optimization process [19, 20] based on minimizing the mesh distortion [22, 23] . Note that, to obtain a valid geometry representation, it may be necessary to modify the location of both the new high-order nodes but also of the vertices of the elements. Therefore, the location of the linear mesh nodes must be updated once the geometry has been generated to consistently match the elemental geometry with the coarse linear mesh.
In particular, we consider nodal high-order elements to represent the elemental geometry. Let E P be an element of polynomial degree p determined by n p nodes (n p = (p + 1) · (p + 2)/2 for triangles, and n p = (p + 1) · (p + 1) for quadrilaterals) with coordinates x i in R d , for i = 1, . . . , n p . Given a master element E M with nodes ξ i in R d , being i = 1, . . . , n p , we consider the basis {N i } i=1,...,n p of nodal shape functions (Lagrange interpolation) of degree p. Then, the high-order representation mapping from E M to E P , see Figure 2 , can be expressed as:
We highlight that once we have a valid curved high-order mesh, each high-order element is assigned to one linear element as a geometry proxy of the target geometry. This proxy is used to compute the coordinates of the new nodes obtained by element subdivision. Therefore, this allows to store the geometry representation as element-wise polynomial representations of degree greater than one only for those elements that have been strictly curved during the a posteriori procedure, e.g. those close to the curved boundaries. All the high-order elements that have not been curved in the high-order mesh generation process can be stored as straight-sided triangles (quadrilaterals) with linear (or bi-linear) shape functions. This reduces the geometrical data that has to be stored and distributed for each element.
Subdivide mesh preserving the curved geometry
The mesh subdivision process is composed by two main steps: the generation of the topology of the new elements, and the location of the new nodes in the curved geometry:
• Topological subdivision. Given an element, we perform its subdivision using the template presented in Figure  3 . For each triangle we create 3 new nodes and 4 new elements. Analogously, for each quadrilateral we create 5 new nodes and 4 new elements. In the implementation of the topological operations, there is no difference between a straight-sided subdivision and the method proposed in this work, since the same number of nodes and the same sub-elements are created in each subdivision step. • New node location on curved geometry. In a standard straight-sided subdivision process, the subdivided nodes can be directly computed on the physical mesh. Herein, first the location of the each new node in the master element (E M ) is computed, and following, this master coordinate is mapped to the corresponding geometry proxy (E P ) through the element-wise polynomial mapping presented in Eq. (1). In particular, given an edge [i,j], we can compute the master coordinate of the new mid-edge node as
being ξ i and ξ j the master coordinates of the edge nodes. Following, the new physical coordinate is computed as x m = φ P (ξ m ). For the center node in the quadrilateral case, given ξ i the master coordinates of the nodes (i = 1, . . . , 4), we compute the coordinate in the master element as
and the physical center node using the representation mapping as x b = φ P (ξ b ). Figure 4 illustrates this process for triangles and quadrilaterals, with one and two levels of refinement. We can observe that the computation of the location of the new nodes is performed in the master element, and that the new physical coordinate is computed using the high-order mapping. In addition, we can observe that the curved mesh subdivision improves the geometrical representation from the first level of refinement ( . We observe that after each level of refinement there is an improvement of the accuracy of the geometry representation, since new nodes are always mapped to the curved elemental geometry representation. The level of geometrical accuracy is determined by the chosen polynomial degree to represent the geometry.
Parallel mesh subdivision
In this section, we first detail the parallel implementation of the proposed subdivision process, Sec. 3.1. Next, in Sec. 3.2 we highlight which are the main changes to perform in any straight-sided mesh subdivision code to enable the use of the proposed curved subdivision scheme.
Parallel implementation
The parallel implementation in Alya [17, 18] of the mesh subdivision algorithm, presented for straight-sided mesh subdivision in [16] , is based on a unique global node numbering and element based partition. Each subdomain data structure has access to the global numbering of the owned nodes, stored as a local array that maps the local numbering of the nodes to the global numbering. Moreover, the data structure provides access to the nodes in the interfaces between different subdomains. Specifically, each subdomain data structure stores an array with three types of nodes: interior nodes (not participating in MPI exchanges), boundary nodes that are owned by the actual subdomain, and boundary nodes owned by adjacent subdomains.
The mesh subdivision process presented in Sec. 2.2 is performed independently by all the subdomains. Once the meshes of each subdomain have been subdivided, the communication arrays are updated. In particular, the new created nodes are added to the communication array, taking into account if they are new interior nodes, new boundary nodes of the actual subdomain, and new nodes from other boundaries.
To update the node communication arrays between subdomains, neighboring subdomains exchange the list of boundary edges, since one new node has been created for each edge. The edges are ordered using the global numbering of the vertex nodes. In this manner, two adjacent subdomains assign the same numbering to the new interface nodes to be communicated. Then, the two given neighboring subdomains exchange their new boundary edges. Following, the common edges with the adjacent neighbor are identified and sorted. Finally, the communication node array is reallocated and the new edge nodes are added following the edge ordering. The new node is assigned to the subdomain with a smaller number of nodes.
To finalize, since new nodes have been created, the global vertices have to be renumbered to provide a new global numbering that leads to a sparse matrix with reduced filling. To this end, we use the METIS NodeND [24] function. Each subdomain k numbers its interior and owned boundary nodes consecutively as l j = j + k−1 i=1 n i , j = 1, . . . , n k , being l j the global numbering of the local jth node. Once all the interior and owned boundary nodes are labeled, the results are exchanged. In our implementation we use the MPI Sendrecv routine. Thus, the global numbering of the boundary nodes that are owned by a different subdomain can be labeled with the received data from the neighboring subdomains.
Extending a linear mesh subdivision scheme to approximate a curved geometry
In this section, we highlight the main steps that must be performed to inherit the geometry curvature to an already implemented and existent straight-sided mesh subdivision procedure:
1. Implementing high-order shape functions in the code to allow iso-parametric mappings of the desired polynomial degree to be represented. For instance, geometry elements of polynomial degree 2 feature an additional node in the middle of: the edges, the quadrilateral faces, and the hexahedral elements. The coordinates of these new nodes allow capturing the curvature of the target geometry, and shape functions of degree 2 must be implemented to compute the required representation mapping, see Eq. (1).
2. Representing the curved geometry proxy as a vectorial elemental field associated to the standard linear mesh. On the one hand, the linear mesh determines the topology of the curved mesh. On the other hand, the components of the vectorial element field are the coordinates of the nodes of the high-order elements and therefore, determine the geometry of the curved mesh. This approach allows to re-use part of the existing code to refine in parallel linear meshes. Specifically, it allows to re-use the part of the implementation that deals with the topology of the mesh.
3. Incorporating the capability to read a curved mesh as an elemental field. We highlight that no curved mesh data structure is required, since each curved element is read and stored as a field associated to the corresponding linear element. This field will only be queried in the mesh subdivision process, using the element-wise polynomial representation mapping to compute the physical coordinates of the new nodes.
4. Changing the computation of the coordinates of the new nodes in the middle of edges and faces to allow preserving the curvature of a target geometry, see Sec. 2. Accordingly, we have modified the code in such a manner that the coordinates of the new nodes interpolate the target geometry. To this end, the target geometry is represented element-wise by iso-parametric high-order elements, and new code to compute the master and physical coordinates of the new nodes must be implemented.
Enabling the previous capabilities in the mesh subdivision code will allow the preservation of the geometric accuracy of a piece-wise polynomial representation of the domain. Note that to incorporate curvature, the polynomial degree of the representation has to be greater or equal than two. Herein, the coarse curved mesh is given to the Alya code, which is based on a master-slave strategy. The master reads the linear mesh and an elemental geometry field (high-order element associated to the coarse linear one), partitions them, and sends the subdomain meshes to the slaves. The slaves then refine their corresponding subdomains in parallel, by performing the subdivision of the coarse elements in finer linear elements. During the process we have to ensure that the boundary nodes of the new elements match with the curved elements of the neighbouring subdomains. The result is a finer linear mesh obtained in parallel with improved geometric accuracy. In a practical example, we can expect that the coarse curved mesh that approximates the target geometry features significantly less elements than the obtained finer mesh. For instance, the computational mesh could have between 10M and 100M of elements whereas the curved mesh to be partitioned and distributed could have only between 10K and 100K of elements.
Results
In this section, we present the different tests to analyze the performance and the features of the parallel curved mesh subdivision algorithm. First, we qualitatively analyze the ability of the proposed approach to recover the curvature of the target geometry. Second, we study the weak scaling of the subdivision process. Finally, we present some preliminary results in 3D, where we also analyze the qualitative improvement of the flow solution when recovering the target curvature with the subdivided mesh.
All the results have been obtained on the super-computer MareNostrum3, with computing nodes interconnected through Infiniband FDR10 and equipped with the GPFS filesystem via ethernet of 1 GBit/s. Each computing node features 128GB of memory (8 GB/core) and two eight-core E52670 SandyBridge-EP CPUs (16 cores/node), each CPU with a clock frequency of 2.6GHz and 20MB of cache. The code has been fully developed in Fortran, implemented inside Alya, an in-house finite elements multi-physics parallel solver [17, 18] .
We assume that a coarse linear mesh has been obtained and that the mesh features the required resolution for the current problem (CFD) such as boundary layer elements near the wall. Specifically, we generate the coarse linear mesh of the topography and the corresponding elemental geometry using WindMesh [25] , an in-house mesh generator for Atmospheric Boundary Layer flows in real topographies. The methods to generate a valid curved high-order mesh that approximates the target geometry are presented in [19, 20, 22, 26] .
Application to simulate Atmospheric Boundary Layer flows over terrains
In this section, we study the capabilities of the mesh subdivision method with the simulation of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer flow over a 2D section of the topography of a wind farm placed in Mexico, see Figure 5 (a). The meshes are used to solve the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with a k − ε turbulence model ready to consider the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL).
We generate an initial mesh composed by 68391 elements, Fig. 5(b) , and we perform four levels of parallel subdivision with 256 cores, obtaining a final mesh composed by 17.5 Million elements. The subdivision is performed both with the standard straight-sided subdivision approach, Fig. 5(c) , and the new curved one, Fig. 5(d) . In 5(b) we observe that the actual geometry crosses almost completely the first layer of elements of the boundary layer. This intersection of the linear mesh with the geometry implies that in the standard subdivision approach, 2 4 levels of elements around the geometry will be folded by the new boundary nodes if they are projected to the geometry (using standard subdivision procedures with surface correction). This would demand of a robust and cost-consuming optimization process that features smoothing and untangling to obtain a final valid subdivided mesh. With the proposed approach, we use a area (volume) representation of the 2D (3D) geometry instead of a standard curve (surface) boundary representation. Accordingly, with our approach it is not required to project the new boundary nodes to the boundary representation of the geometry.
One of the main highlights of the presented technique is that, not only the boundary nodes are subdivided according to the geometry, but also the interior ones. The coordinates of a new node are never computed in the physical space. As highlighted in Sec. 2, the coordinates are always computed in the master space of each geometry element. Hence, once the subdivided master coordinates are computed, they are mapped to the physical space. To obtain a valid mesh after the subdivision process it is necessary that the element-wise polynomial approximation of the target geometry corresponds to a valid curved mesh. Note that for successive refinements the geometric accuracy of the subdivided mesh will converge to the geometric accuracy of the curved mesh.
In Figure 6 we illustrate the steady-state solution of the RANS equations for the mesh subdivided using the straightsided (left) and curved (right) subdivision approaches. We highlight that, although for both meshes the flow solver converges to a steady-state solution, artificial features appear in the mesh obtained with the straight-sided subdivision approach. These features are originated close to the vertices of the initial linear mesh, since the straight-sided mesh subdivision process does not recover the curvature of the target geometry. Specifically, the variations between the normal vectors of adjacent boundary faces of the initial mesh are preserved during the subdivision process. On the contrary, with the proposed subdivision methods, the successive refinement of the mesh improves the geometric accuracy of the boundary representation. This is so, since new nodes are introduced on top of a curved approximation of the target geometry. This reduces the variation of the normal vectors between adjacent boundary faces and therefore, mitigates the artificial artifacts that appear in meshes generated with standard subdivision approach. 
Scaling 2D
Two weak scaling tests have been carried out. The tests have been performed on the 2D topographic scenario presented in Figure 5 . Five coarse initial meshes have been generated, featuring from 1.9K elements to 30K. The mesh subdivision process has been carried out in five different configurations, featuring from 16 to 256 cores. For each configuration, the initial number of elements per core is 118.
In Table 1 we illustrate the computational time for two different subdivision tests, using four and eight levels of subdivision. With four levels of subdivision, the number of elements of the initial mesh is multiplied by 256 (4 4 ) in the final mesh, whereas for eight levels, the final number is multiplied by 65536 (4 8 ). Using four levels, each processor will have a load of 30K elements, and the final meshes will be composed from 0.48 Million (M) elements to 7.7M. For the eight levels case, the final load of the processors is 7.7M elements, and the subdivided meshes are composed from 0.12 Billion (B) elements to 1.97B. We observe that, for both tests, the computational time for the mesh subdivision remains constant for a constant load of the cores. Therefore, the implementation of the proposed parallel mesh subdivision methods presents an ideal performance for the weak scaling test.
Preliminary results in 3D
Following the same ideas presented for triangle and quadrilateral meshes presented in Sec. 2, the curved subdivision technique can be extended to 3D meshes. The extension to hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes is currently under development, and some preliminary results for hexahedral meshes are presented in this section. Figure 7 presents a comparison between the straight-sided and the curved subdivision methods and the corresponding steady-state solution of a RANS simulation of the ABL flow over a synthetic topography. With the standard mesh subdivision process, the target geometry is discretized by a coarse linear mesh composed of 24K hexahedra, see Figure 7 (a), and we refine it to obtain a finer mesh, see Figure 7 (b). Accordingly, the refined mesh reproduces the straight-side geometry represented by the initial mesh. Using the new proposed curved subdivision approach, the target geometry is represented by an elemental field composed by curved quadratic hexahedra, see Figure 7 (b). After four consecutive subdivisions with 3072 cores, with both approaches we obtain a finer distributed linear mesh composed of 98.3M elements (24K · 8 4 elements), few seconds later and completely stored in the memory. With the standard subdivision approach we are able to converge to a steady state of the flow. However, the finer representation of the initial straight-sided geometry leads to artificial features in the solution, see 
Concluding remarks and future work
In this paper, a new approach to perform a mesh subdivision process that recovers the curvature of a target geometry is presented. Once generated a linear coarse mesh, we assign to each of the element a curved high-order element that matches the target geometry. The mesh is partitioned and distributed, and the mesh subdivision process is performed computing the coordinates of the new nodes in the master element. Then, these master coordinates are mapped to the physical coordinates by means of the element-wise polynomial representation of the corresponding curved high-order elements that approximate the target geometry. Since the curved geometry is approximated element-wise, the mesh subdivision process is able to reproduce a element-wise polynomial approximation of the geometry without requiring to project nodes to the boundary.
We illustrate the proposed approach in a 2D simulation of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer flow over a section of a real topography, analyzing the advantages of the curved against the straight-sided subdivision. In addition to the improvement of the geometrical accuracy of the mesh representation, clear benefits on the CFD solution are observed. That is, the new approach mitigates the artificial artifacts of the flow arising close to the vertices of the initial mesh. We also perform a weak scaling test of the code up to 256 cores. Specifically, we tested that the code behaves ideally since it keeps a constant computational time for a constant load of the cores (increasing accordantly the number of cores and the number of elements of the mesh). Finally, we show some preliminary results in 3D, where we observe the same qualitative advantages than in the 2D case. The implementation in 3D of the proposed methods is still ongoing work. The subdivision technique is already implemented for hexahedra but, the implementation for tetrahedral elements has to be finished. Once the technique is fully implemented to obtain finer 3D linear elements, we plan on extending the subdivision technique to obtain finer 2D and 3D curved meshes. Specifically, we will approximate the target geometry with a polynomial degree higher than the desired polynomial degree of the final finer mesh. This will allow to improve the geometric accuracy in the successive application of the subdivision approach while obtaining a finer curved mesh.
